Conference Room Obstacle Course

Employees State the Following Challenges that Keep Them From Using Audio and Video Conferencing

- **27%** Difficult to set-up, Start or enter
- **25%** Not easy to share Documents, slides, etc.
- **27%** Not sure if remote Participants can access it
- **35%** Poor video or Sound quality
- **25%** Difficult to use
- **24%** Not reliable

Source: Avaya 2018 State of the Desktop Research

Avaya’s New Simple Conferencing Solution
Avaya IX Collaboration Unit

- FAST AND EASY TO SET UP - USE IT IMMEDIATELY!
- DELIVERS SMARTER COLLABORATION - WIRELESS SCREEN AND APP SHARING!
- CLOUD APP INTEGRATION - AVAYA IX™ WORKPLACE AUTO PROVISIONING
- ENTERPRISE POWER FOR ANY SIZED BUSINESS OR MEETING SPACE
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